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Script / VO

Suggested visuals

01

I think in terms of the role that supervision
has, it’s really, really important to
remember...

We fade in on a frustrated and tired student..
*In each scene a splash of colour will quickly
follow the illustration, masking out the key
components of each visual..

02

...that it has an active and often
complicated relationship with the wellbeing
of the supervisee...

The camera pulls out to reveal the student
expressing their problems with their supervisor.
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03

...but that it’s also a mutual two way
interaction.

The scene’s perspective is flipped to reveal the
supervisor showing support and empathy by
listening and offering advice.

04

One of the key findings that we had was...

One at a time, we see examples of study and
tuition appear and then gradually fade out
again.
Examples being: Reading alone in a cafe,
Receiving a ‘Zoom call’ from a supervisor at
home….

05

...supervision is currently highly
unstandardised.

… listening to a supervisor in group/classroom
style format and a one on one tuition with a
supervisor, sat outside in a park.
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06

So it was about really standardising and
firming up practice, and in fact...

We then see the 4 examples of study, pop up
around the head of the student.
Each icon will be animated, being absorbed by
the student, to give the impression that all of
these methods have been combined to provide
a ‘Standardised’ approach.

07

...things that might actually save them time
over the longer term, particularly with the
signposting side of things...

We are then introduced to a scene, depicting
two people of various ages, looking at a notice
board, where there are plenty of
helpful posters, contact information and advice
for students.

08

...so that they knew quickly and effectively
where to go and where to give things...

This will then cut to a desktop screen, where
we see various folders to appear. A ‘new
email’ window pops up and we see text is being
typed.
Finally an arrow drags in a folder from the
outer sides of the desktop window, and
attaches itself to the email before being sent.
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09

...over to other professionals.

An illustration of a student talking through their
personal problems, fades in.. This is shortly
followed by the illustration of a therapist
making notes on a pad of paper.

10

And the other element that we emphasised
to them as well, was that some ongoing...

We then cut to a new scene, where we see a
supervisor standing behind their desk waving
goodbye.
This is then followed by the illustration of a
student waving back as they leave.

11

...support would be offered, that the
training wouldn’t be some sort of one off
done deal.

One at a time, forms of communication appear,
layering up on top of one another. Emails,
conversing in person, sending text messages
and links and talking over the phone.
One by one they fade away. We finally see
someone on the phone...
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12

In terms of the kind of behaviours that I
think supervisors can be modelling...

… before it fades away we see another
illustration of a student receiving the call.
We then see the supervisor from the phone call
appear in the bottom left, followed by the
student and another person shaking hands..
(To give the impression of introductions.)

13

...those should have the broad themes of
being inclusive...

New scene, ‘Inclusive’ sweeps in from the left
followed by the illustration and a splash of
colour. We see a diverse group of people,
working together and discussing ideas in a
park.

14

...reflective...

As the text, colour and background disappear,
the illustration is reduced in size and repositions
itself towards the left hand side of the page.
Making room for ‘reflective’ to sweep in with a
illustration of two people ‘reflecting’ over coffee
in a local cafe.
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15

...and being responsive as well, and
promoting that as a research culture.

...the illustration then follows the same action
as the ’inclusive’ illustration and joins alongside
it. Making room for ‘responsive’ and a hand
shake illustration to fit in.

16

Create humanised boundaries in the
relationship.

In the next scene we see someone holding a
phone next to a desk. Speech bubbles appear,
showing supportive and encouraging messages.
‘Good luck” and ‘You’ve got this!’

17

So that would be part of my advice to
supervisors...

...The previous scene sweeps away. We now
see a mature student working on their laptop in
a busy coffee shop.
We see the supervisor carrying two mugs and
walking towards them...
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18

...take every opportunity you can to
humanise the process...

...The two characters original position fade
out… They are then replaced with new poses,
both
sat at the table, in a comfortable position,
smiling at each other and holding a mug each.

19

...not to assume also and to know...

We then cut to a close up of a professional,
who is smiling.

20

...your universities wellbeing professionals
really, really well...

The camera pans out to reveal a huge, diverse
team of various professionals who are ready to
help.
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21

...so that you can quickly and effectively...

We then see a mature student sat at their
laptop, surrounded by supportive professionals,
offering feedback, support and advice.

22

...draw on them as needed.

The camera zooms in, and the supportive team
of professionals fade away, to give the
impression
that the smiling student has all the necessary
requirements they need to succeed.

23

Showing the ‘Research England’ and ‘Office for
Students’ logo. We can add line of text with
a link or CTA if required (will need
copy/link from client)

YELLOW - suggested keywords to appear on the video itself, alongside the imagery
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I think in terms of the role that supervision has, it’s really, really important to remember that it has an active and often complicated relationship with the wellbeing
of the supervisee but that it’s also a mutual two way interaction.
One of the key findings that we had was supervision is currently highly unstandardised.
So it was about really standardising and firming up practice, and in fact things that might actually save them time over the longer term, particularly with the
signposting side of things so that they knew quickly and effectively where to go and where to give things over to other professionals.
And the other element that we emphasised to them as well, was that some ongoing support would be offered, that the training wouldn’t be some sort of one off
done deal.
In terms of the kind of behaviours that I think supervisors can be modelling those should have the broad themes of being inclusive, reflective and being
responsive as well, and promoting that as a research culture. Create humanised boundaries in the relationship. So that would be part of my advice to supervisors
take every opportunity you can to humanise the process not to assume also and to know your universities wellbeing professionals really, really well… so that you
can quickly and effectively draw on them as needed.
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